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CAPITAL MARKET

Capital market is a market where buyers and sellers engage in trade of financial

securities like bonds, socks, etc. The buying/selling is undertaken by participants such

as individuals and institutions. Generally, this market trades mostly in long term

securities.

Example of Capital Market:

Suppose a company say ABC requires capital for expanding its business, so it plans to

raises the required fund from the public by issuing new securities in the primarily

market.

After issuing the new securities, the people who are interesting in buying those shares

after doing research of the company, buy those share through the Initial Public

Offering (IPO) process.

After the initial buying,b it sharts trading in the secondarily market, where the

existing buyers and sellers starts trading that securities.

Objectives of capital market:

Raising capital as-equity, debt , securities instruments.

Servicing and underwriting the above capital raise.

Provide/selling insurance go investors for risks associated with capital raise.

Trading of securities and providing access to secondary market for liquidity.

Types of Capital Market:

What Are Capital Markets?

Capital markets are venues where savings and investments are channeled between the

suppliers who have capital and those who are in need of capital. The entities that have

capital include retail and institutional investors while those who seek capital are

businesses, governments, and people.

Capital markets are composed of primary and secondary markets. The most common

capital markets are the stock market and the bond market.
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Capital markets seek to improve transactional efficiencies. These markets bring those

who hold capital and those seeking capital together and provide a place where entities

can exchange securities.

These markets are divided into two different categories: primary markets—where new

equity stock and bond issues are sold to investors—and secondary markets, which

trade existing securities. Capital markets are a crucial part of a functioning modern

economy because they move money from the people who have it to those who need it

for productive use.

Primary Versus Secondary Capital Markets

Capital markets are composed of primary and secondary markets. The majority of

modern primary and secondary markets are computer-based electronic platforms.

Primary Market: The primary market mainly deals with new securities that are issued

in the stock market for the first time. Thus it is also known as the new issue market.

The main function of the primary market is to facilitate the transfer of the newly

issued shared from the companies to the public. The main investors in this type of

market are financial institutions, banks, HNIs, etc.

Primary markets are open to specific investors who buy securities directly from the

issuing company. These securities are considered primary offerings or initial public

offerings (IPOs). When a company goes public, it sells its stocks and bonds to

large-scale and institutional investors such as hedge funds and mutual funds.

Secondary Market: It is the market where the trading of the securities actually takes

place, thus it is also referred to as the stock market. Here the buying and selling of

securities take place, The existing investors sell the securities and new investors by

the securities.

The secondary market, on the other hand, includes venues overseen by a regulatory

body like the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) where existing or

already-issued securities are traded between investors. Issuing companies do not have

a part in the secondary market. The New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and Nasdaq

are examples of the secondary market.

The secondary market serves an important purpose in capital markets because it

creates liquidity, giving investors the confidence to purchase securities.
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Capital Markets Expanded

Capital markets can refer to markets in a broad sense for any financial asset.

Corporate Finance

In this realm, the capital market is where investable capital for non-financial

companies is available. Investable capital includes the external funds included in a

weighted average cost of capital calculation—common and preferred equity, public

bonds, and private debt—that are also used in a return on invested capital calculation.

Capital markets in corporate finance may also refer to equity funding, excluding debt.

Financial Services

Financial companies involved in private rather than public markets are part of the

capital market. They include investment banks, private equity, and venture capital

firms in contrast to broker-dealers and public exchanges.

Public Markets

Operated by a regulated exchange, capital markets can refer to equity markets in

contrast to debt, bond, fixed income, money, derivatives, and commodities markets.

Mirroring the corporate finance context, capital markets can also mean equity as well

as debt, bond, or fixed income markets.

Capital markets may also refer to investments that receive capital gains tax treatment.

While short-term gains—assets held under a year—are taxed as income according to a

tax bracket, there are different rates for long-term gains. These rates are often related

to transactions arranged privately through investment banks or private funds such as

private equity or venture capital

Growth of capital market

The capital market in emerging economies like India has exhibited a strong

growth momentum, driven by a robust economies demand, consumption and savings

rate. The national stock exchange has overseen enormous growth in derivatives

trading.

Growth of industrial enterprise in a country is limited by the availability of

savings cannot easily be channelised towards industry because of their preference for

traditional forms of investment like landed property, bullion, hoarding, gilt-edged
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securities. Etc. Which may provide better safety and social status. Further, the record

of industry itself, in underdeveloped countries, may be such as to discourage savings

from being invested in ti. In the initial stages of industrial development, raising of

capital is a formidable problem due partly to the incapacity of public and partly to the

unwillingness of persons to take risk. As more and more industries are successfully

setup public confidence and capacity grow and the task of securing capital becomes

relatively easier thus the quantum of available savings determines the extent of

industrial investment.

Savings are influenced by the economic and industrial policy, political stability,

prospects of profit earning and monetary and credit policies followed by the

government. The pattern of taxation particularly direct impact on the rate of saving

and investment.

There is need for stepping up significantly the saving-income ratio. It requires

concentrated effort to the part of government and the general public. In a country like

India with low per-capita income, small savings schemes and contractual forms of

savings like provident funds and life insurance have to play an important role. Since

these modes of raising resources are directly in government’s hands, its role in the

mobilisation of savings is substantial. Efforts should also be intensified to mobilise

rural savings.

In the recent past, the climate for investment remained obscure and depressed due

to rising rates of taxation, both personnel and corporate, and the levy of a variety of

direct taxes which combined to discourage the flow of savings to industrial

investment. “unless it is realised in official quarters that the investing community

overwhelmingly consists of the small investor, Government policy may be framed on

a false premise that the investors are capitalists who ought to be penalised by means

of cropping tax measures. Tax policy should aim at impairing more confidence and

toning up of investment psychology without affecting revenue.

A well developed capital market presumes the existence of no only the

investors-individual and institutional-but more significantly the existence of a

network of specialised institutions and agencies which are always on the look-ou for

investment in new venture. In the industrially advanced countries like the US the UK

and the continental countries specialised agencies collect personal and corporate

savings and make investment in capital issue of existing as well as new industrial

undertakings. They take the initial risk in anticipation of future support from the small
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investors who might be more willing to subscribe to the capital when the enterprise

starts functioning on profitable lines.

Investment trusts, banks, insurance companies and finance corporations have got

a definite place in the successful functioning of capital market. They help not only in

the mobilisation of resources fro the investor but also in the channelling of resources

to the corporate enterprise. The setting up of nit Trust by government has been the

step in the right direction for the mobilisation of small savings for investment in

corporate securities. Further investment of live insurance funds and provident funds in

industrial securities would help in strengthening the base of capital market.

Functions of capital market:

Facilitates the movement of capital to be used more profitability and productively

to boost the national income. Boosts economic growth. Mobilisation of savings to

finance long term investment. Facilitating trading of securities.

It acts in linking investors and savers

Facilitates the movement of capital to be used more profitability and productively to

boost the national income.

Boosts economic growth.

Mobilisation of savings to finance long term investment.

Facilitates trading of securities.

Minimisation of transaction and information cost

Encourages a massive range of ownership of productive assets

Quick valuations of financial instruments

Through derivative trading it offers insurance against market or price threats.

Facilitates transaction settlement

Improvement in the effectiveness of capital allocation

Continuous availability of funds.

Structure of capital market

Capital Market Instruments

There are mainly two types of instruments which are traded in the capital market,

which are:

Stocks: Stocks are sold and bought over a stock exchange, They represnt ownership

in the company and the buyer of the share is referred as the shareholder.
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Bonds: The debt securities which are traded in the capital market are known as the

bonds. Companies issue bonds for in order to raise capital foe the expansion of the

business and growth.

The capital market can be divided into two constituents:

1. Financial institutions – The financial institutions provide long-term and

medium-term loans.

1.a Development Financial Institutions

• Development financial institutions were set up to meet the medium and long-term

requirements of industry, trade, and agriculture.

• These are IFCI, ICICI, IDBI, SIDBI, IRBI, UTI, LIC, GIC etc.

• All these institutions have been called Public Sector Financial Institutions.

1.b Financial Intermediaries

• Financial Intermediaries include Merchant banks, Mutual Fund, Leasing companies,

etc.

• They help in mobilizing savings and supplying funds to capital market.

2. Securities market – The securities market is divided into

a. Government Securities Market – The gilt-edged market

b. Corporate or industrial securities market.

2.a Government Securities Market – Gilt-Edged market

• The gilt-edged market is also known as the securities guaranteed (both principal and

interest) by the government apart from government securities. The government

securities are risk-free because the government can’t default on its payment

obligations and are hence known as gilt-edged (which means ‘of the best quality’).

• The important characteristics of the government securities are:

– It is without risk and returns are guaranteed.

– Government securities market consists of the new issues market and the secondary

market

– R.B.I. is responsible for all the new issues of government loans, as it manages

entirely the public debt operations of both the central and state governments.

– The secondary market deals in old issues.
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– Government securities are the most liquid debt instruments.

– The transactions in the government securities market are large.

2.b Industrial Securities Market

Securities issued by firms (i.e. shares, bonds, and debentures) can be bought and sold

freely in a corporate securities market. It comprises the new issues market (the

primary market) and the secondary market (stock exchanges).

• Primary Market

– The new issues market is concerned with the issue of new securities-bonds

debentures, shares and so on.

– Funds are often raised by the public limited companies from the primary market for

setting up or expanding their business. However, the company has to fulfill various

requirements and decide upon the appropriate timing and method of the issue for

selling its securities.

– The various methods through which capital can be raised are: By Prospectus, By

Offer for Sale, By Private Placing, By offering Rights Issue

• Secondary Market/ Stock Exchange

– The stock exchange or the secondary market is a highly organized market for the

purchase and sale of second-hand quoted or listed securities.

– Quoting or listing of a particular security implies incorporating that security in the

register of the stock exchange so that it can be bought and sold there.

– A stock exchange is an association or a body of individuals, established for the

purpose of assisting, regulating and controlling business in buying, selling and dealing

in securities

Features of Capital Market:

Here are the featured of Capital Market:

1. Serves as a link between Savers and Investment Opportunities:

Capital market serves as a crucial link between saving and investment process as it

transfers money from savers to entrepreneurial borrowers.

2. Long term Investment:
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It helps the investors to invest their hard earned money in long term investments.

3. Helps in Capital formation:

Capital market offers opportunities for those investors who have surplus amount of

money and want to park their money in some type of investment and also take the

benefit of the power of compunding.

4. Helps Intermediaries:

While transferring of shares and money from one investor to another, it takes helps of

intermediatries like brokers, banks etc. thus helping them in conducting their business.

5. Rules and Regulations:

The capital markets operates under the regulation and rules of the Government thus

making it a safe place to trade.


